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1 PROJECT NAME 
Semantic Technologies for Systems Engineering (ST4SE) Project (see also Exhibit 1) 

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
MBSE models can be generated from, or validated against, model-based MBSE Patterns, as practiced 
by the INCOSE MBSE Patterns Working Group. This reduces effort and cycle time in re-generating and 
re-validating high credibility models and re-correcting oversights and discoveries that have been 
made in the past by others. The related problem to be addressed is that MBSE is frequently viewed 
as many engineers learning modeling languages and tools and creating models for their projects 
“from scratch” or from accumulated informal experience. As demand increases for model-based 
representations but simultaneously for validation and verification of authoritative models of critical 
systems for related high impact decisions, this is not a competitively sustainable paradigm. A key part 
of the problem statement is that “everyone creating their own models” is a currently dominant 
paradigm in the emerging MBSE practice, so that demonstration and facilitation of the MBSE Pattern 
alternative is needed.  Addressing that need, this project is an outgrowth of INCOSE MBSE Patterns 
Working Group external INCOSE partner interactions with OMG (for SysML V2.0), NASA JPL (Mission 
Ontology and Semantic Technologies), ASME (Model V&V Standards Committee VV50 Model Life 
Cycle Working Group), V4 Institute (Virtual Model capability advancement and the ASELCM Pattern), 
and ASSESS (application of Model Characterization Pattern).   

3 TARGET AUDIENCE 
The target audience includes (1) MBSE Model Authors, (2) MBSE Model Users, (3) Engineering 
Leaders who influence methods and practices, and (4) System Acquirers and Owners who influence 
methods and practices. The INCOSE Patterns Working Group already involves some outside of U.S. 
participants.  The initial domain of interest is System Engineering itself (Systems 2 and 3 of the 
ASELCM Pattern discussed below), as opposed to individual product or other engineered system 
domains.  

4 PRODUCT CONCEPT & PROPOSED SOLUTION 
Figure 1 is an OV-1 level context reference diagram used in the MBSE Patterns Working Group.  

The project’s initial deliverables are model-based semantic patterns (data content at the top of the 
pyramid in Figure 1) of use to address the above problem statement, along with documentation and 
examples of use in various environments of use. Those environments, while not the deliverable of 
this project, include use of Semantic Technologies.  

“Semantic Technologies” refers to information technologies (language standards, automated tooling, 
and related methodologies) that are concerned with explicated meaning represented by model data 
structures.  Examples include OMG SysML® modeling language and tools, W3C OWL DL web 
ontological language and tools, and automated semantic reasoners or other Semantic Web 
technologies.   
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Figure 1: PBSE Diagram 

The resulting class hierarchy of existing or typical MBSE Patterns is illustrated in Figure 2. Although 
the MBSE Patterns Working Group is sometimes involved in domain-specific product or similar 
example patterns (at the bottom of Figure 2), the main concern of Patterns Working Group as well 
as this project is the general methodology and therefore the more general patterns common across 
systems engineering as a discipline. Those general patterns fit in the sections above the lowest level 
shown in Figure 2.  Like the MBSE Patterns at all levels of Figure 2, these data structures become the 
points of accumulation of organizational or group learning and common understanding (as well as 
variability) about the subject matter at that level. They are effectively reusable, configurable 
“product line” patterns for accumulation of learning across individuals, teams, enterprises, supply 
chains, and industry groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Resulting Pattern Hierarchy, Existing or Typical MBSE Patterns 
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4.1 FIRST (2019) DELIVERY: GAINING INCOSE EXPERIENCE IN NEW TERRITORY 
This project is to deliver a series of MBSE Patterns, for use by both INCOSE members and others in 
their advance of systems engineering practice and outcomes. While use of MBSE Patterns, over the 
last twenty years, is itself relatively novel, this project includes additional aspects that are additionally 
novel (and therefore unfamiliar) for INCOSE, and are intended to be tested in themselves by this 
project: 

1. The non-exclusive distribution of content through multiple channels in addition to INCOSE 
itself, even though INCOSE will hold a copyright for an INCOSE branded version 

2. The ability of users to derive their own versions of the distributed items  

3. The use of techniques associated with open software development and distribution, 
including public license to use at no license charge to the user 

It is recognized that these aspects in themselves may present perceived risks through their relative 
unfamiliarity in INCOSE’s experiences. Therefore, this project is structured to explore that space 
incrementally, beginning with a limited first asset distribution that has been targeted all year by the 
project team for December, 2019. The simple pattern asset to be distributed is the System Interface 
Pattern. It is a general MBSE pattern that can be specialized to individual interface types and has 
been studied by both a special Interface Patterns Team and the subsequent ST4SE JPL-OMG-INCOSE 
team. This simple pattern will allow the less familiar operational or business aspects listed above to 
become more familiar to INCOSE through experience. (See also Exhibits 2 and 3.)  

4.2 SECOND (2020) DELIVERY: MODEL CHARACTERIZATION PATTERN (MODEL 

METADATA WRAPPER)  
After evaluation of the experience of the first delivery described above, it is expected that the second 
pattern delivery in early 2020 will be chosen from a number of candidates in the pipeline of the team 
already. A leading candidate is the Model Characterization Pattern (MCP), developed in a Patterns 
Working Group collaboration with ASME, V4I, and ASSESS. This was previously briefed to the INCOSE 
Corporate Advisory board in 2017: 

 

Figure 3: Model Characterization Pattern (MCP) – The “Model Wrapper” 
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As further described in the MCP Reference publication, this pattern enables the following uses: 

1. Rapidly generate very systematic model requirements for new or existing models, for use in model 
development, verification, validation, and life cycle management.  

2. More effectively plan new or improved computational models, and know when you need them, 
versus making use of existing model assets. 

3. Lower the experience threshold needed to plan and manage computational models, including 
model VVUQ. 

4. More effectively manage large collections of diverse computational models and related 
information. 

5. Improve access to collections of models by exposing their characteristics to users more effectively.  
6. More effectively share models across supply chains and regulatory domains. 
7. Lower the cost and time necessary to obtain trusted/credible models in regulated or other 

domains.  
8. Use or manage models that were generated by others; increase the range of others who can 

effectively use models that you generate; reduce the likelihood of model misuse. 
9. Improve the accumulation and effective use of model-based enterprise knowledge. 
10. Improve the integration of model-related work across specific engineering disciplines and overall 

systems engineering. 
11. Increase ability to manage the integration of multiple computational models (e.g., using FMI), 

including their integrated VVUQ. 

4.3 SIMILAR OFFERINGS, DIFFERENTIATIONS, OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 
Examples of other open source offerings: 

Mozilla Firefox® web browser. 
Thunderbird® email client. 
PHP scripting language. 
Python programming language. 
Apache HTTP web server. 

The above are executable computer software, not MBSE Pattern data structures. 

Protégé® downloadable ontologies:  

https://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library    

The above pattern data structures are numerous specific domain ontologies, but not a systems 
engineering ontology.  

There are model metadata lists, and a related ISO subproject within MOSSEC, but these are not 
of the same scope as the Model Wrapper Pattern, which may also inspire those efforts to improve 
their plans, of value the INCOSE community:  

https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:smswg:smswg_19:mossec_ap243_standard.pdf  

The project team is also considering non-INCOSE alternatives, but would prefer INCOSE as a copyright 
holder over other parties under consideration, on the condition of the team’s goal that a first 
example copyright (for the simple Interface Pattern asset) can be established by the end of 2019.  

https://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Protege_Ontology_Library
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:smswg:smswg_19:mossec_ap243_standard.pdf
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4.4 ADDITIONAL DETAILS: RELATED REFERENCES  
Additional information about MBSE Patterns in general and the initially targeted patterns for this 
project may be found in the following references: 

1. Methodology Summary: Pattern-Based Systems Engineering (PBSE), Based On S*MBSE Models  
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:pbse_extension_of_
mbse--methodology_summary_v1.5.5a.pdf  

2. INCOSE MBSE Patterns WG Web Site: 
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:patterns:patterns  

3. Accelerating MBSE Impacts Across the Enterprise: Model-Based S*Patterns  
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:accelerating_mbse_i
mpacts_across_the_enterprise_using_model-based_s-patterns_v2.1.1.pdf   

4. Model Characterization Pattern: 
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:model_characterizat
ion_pattern_mcp_v1.9.3.pdf 

5. Patterns in the Public Square” INCOSE Washington, DC, Panel with Regulators and DoD: 
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:panel--
is2018_schindel_et_al_v1.6.1.pdf  

4.5 KEYWORDS 

Semantic Technologies, MBSE Patterns, Model Metadata, Open Source, Public Licensing 

5 COMPETITVE ANALYSIS 
(Covered in Section 4.3 above.) 

6 STAKEHOLDERS 
The INCOSE MBSE Initiative identified the stakeholders in Figure 4 as having stakes in the success of 
the MBSE Transformation. 

7 PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION APPROACH 
Refer first to the discussion of multiple non-exclusive distribution channels in Sections 2 and 4.  

☒ INCOSE online bookstore  (this is optional to team; INCOSE holding a copyright is mandatory) 

☐ Printed copies at local events 

☐ Printed copies at international events 

☒3rd party online distribution by: identify the 3rd party  (ST4SE Team git hub site) (ASME) (ASSESS) 

☐ 3rd party hard copy distribution by: identify the 3rd party 

☒ Other: describe other distribution channel 

https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:pbse_extension_of_mbse--methodology_summary_v1.5.5a.pdf
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:pbse_extension_of_mbse--methodology_summary_v1.5.5a.pdf
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/doku.php?id=mbse:patterns:patterns
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:model_characterization_pattern_mcp_v1.9.3.pdf
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:model_characterization_pattern_mcp_v1.9.3.pdf
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:panel--is2018_schindel_et_al_v1.6.1.pdf
https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:panel--is2018_schindel_et_al_v1.6.1.pdf
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Figure 4: Stakeholders 
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Non-technical stakeholders in various Systems of Interest, who acquire / make decisions about / make use of those systems, 

and are informed by models of them. This includes mass market consumers, policy makers, business and other leaders, 

investors, product users, voters in public or private elections or selection decisions, etc.  

X X X

**
Technical model users, including designers, project leads, production engineers, system installers, maintainers, and 

users/operators.
X X X

* Leaders responsible to building their organization's MBSE capabilities and enabling MBSE on their projects X X X

* Product visionaries, marketers, and other non-technical leaders of thought and organizations X X X X

* System technical specifiers, designers, testers, theoreticians, analysts, scientists X X X X

* Students (in school and otherwise) learning to describe and understand systems X X

* Educators, teaching the next generation how to create with models X X X

* Researchers who advance the practice X X X

* Those who translate information originated by others into models X X X X

* Those who manage the life cycle of models X X X X

** Marketing professionals X X X X

**
 Educators, especially in complex systems areas of engineering and science, public policy, other domains, and including 

curriculum developers as well as teachers
X X X X

** Leaders of all kinds X X X X X

*
 Suppliers of modeling tools and other information systems and technologies that house or make use of model-based 

information
X

*
 Methodologists, consultants, others who assist individuals and organizations in being more successful through model-based 

methods
X X X X

*
Standards bodies (including those who establish modeling standards as well as others who apply them within other standards)

X X

* As a deliverer of value to its membership X

* As seen by other technical societies and by potential members X

* As a great organization to be a part of X

* As promoter of advance and practice of systems engineering and MBSE X

INCOSE and other Engineering Professional Societies

Model Consumers (Model Users):

Model Creators (including Model Improvers):

Complex Idea Communicators (Model "Distributors"):

Model Infrastructure Providers, Including Tooling, Language and Other Standards, Methods:
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☒INCOSE online bookstore☐Printed copies at local events☐Printed copies at international events

☒3rd party online distribution by: ☐3rd party hard copy distribution by: ☒Other:  

8 PRODUCT MAINTENANCE APPROACH 
The materials to be addressed are expected to be the above-listed MBSE Patterns. Two key 
considerations are the use of open software development and distribution methods and the 
intention that the subject patterns be the focus of group learning. Therefore, the paradigm of 
ongoing attention is somewhat different than traditional “develop, release, maintain”. Instead, a 
“develop, develop, develop” approach is expected, as long as there is a community of users 
interested in updates. Beyond that demand-driven approach, a quarterly or annual review will be 
appropriate, dependent upon intensity of interest.  

9 PRODUCT RETIREMENT CRITERIA 
Relevance and applicability can best be ascertained based on frequency of download. Lack of interest 
over a period of two years would be a reasonable cause to consider retirement, with consultation to 
include partner organizations.  

10 TEAM MEMBERS 

10.1 TEAM LEADER 

The chair of the MBSE Patterns Working Group providing this plan is Bill Schindel. Other team 
members are listed below.  

10.2 CONTENT CONTRIBUTORS 

Steve Jenkins (NASA JPL), Hans Peter deKoning (ESA), Bill Schindel (ICTT System Sciences) 

10.3 INDEPENDENT PEER REVIEWERS 

Troy Peterson (MCP and Interface Pattern), Chris Paredis (Interface Pattern and MCP), Ann Hodges 
(MCP), Frank Salvatore (Interface Pattern) 

10.4 CORE TEAM MEMBERS 

Mark Blackburn (Stevens Institute) 

11 PROJECT ASSUMPTIONS/GROUND RULES 
Deliverables are for distribution without charge and may include INCOSE branding. INCOSE will hold 
a Creative Commons CC BY SA license related copyright (see Exhibit 4) and provide the deliverables 
under CC BY SA license under which users may create their own versions, also eligible for separate 
derived materials copyright under that license type. Items brought to INCOSE hereunder may already 
be under a CC BY SA copyright license from their authors or other upstream parties, but this does not 
prevent INCOSE from packaging its own copyrighted version as long as offered by INCOSE under 
equivalent terms and CC BY SA license. 
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12 PROJECT STRATEGIES/APPROACH 
Use of open software development methods.  

Team’s goal is that initial (Interface Pattern) asset must be under INCOSE copyright no later than end 
of 2019 in order to proceed with INCOSE as copyright owner.  

Different pattern assets may involve work with different collaborating societies or partners, as 
discussed earlier above.  

13 MILESTONES & ACTION PLAN 
Specify the expected milestones to be met, tasks to be accomplished, and planned completion dates. 
At a minimum, the following milestones must be addressed. Note that required milestones may be 
combined. Required INCOSE process reviewers are in parentheses, more can be added. 

1. Create the initial version of the first two pattern deliverables and beta test them. (This was 
already accomplished by the team in 2019 or earlier) 

2. Determine whether there is INCOSE leadership willingness serve as a copyright owner and allow 
for public distribution (at least by others) without license fees. (This does not require INCOSE 
distribution or INCOSE branding, but is mandatory to the existing project team if INCOSE is going 
to be copyright owner, and under CC BY SA licensing) (By end of November.) 

3. Place first experimental asset (Interface Pattern) under an INCOSE copyright CC BY SA license 
style. (Must occur by first week of December, or activate alternative partner and rest of TPP is 
not applicable from an INCOSE product point of view.)  

4.  Initial Acceptance of Technical Product Plan: 

•Intellectual Property Review with the Publications Office (Associate Director for Publications) 

•Quality Review of Review Process with Technical Operations (Assistant Director for Technical 
Review) 

•IT & Distribution Review with INCOSE Information Technology (INCOSE Chief Information Officer) 

•Branding, Marketing, & Commercialization Review with Marketing/Communications (Director of 
Marketing and Communications) 

•Technical Operations Process Review (Assistant Director for Technical Information) 

5. Final Acceptance of Technical Product Plan (Director Technical Operations) 

6. Final Product Release Review (Director Technical Operations) 

7. Periodic Reviews for Learning updates, Maintenance, Obsolescence, Improvement, and 
Retirement Assessment (e.g., yearly) 

Note: During project planning, the author of the Technical Product Plan should check with each 
reviewer individually to determine how much review time will be required and account for this 
review time in the project schedule. 
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14 REQUIRED RESOURCES (INCLUDING VOLUNTEER TIME AND BUDGET) 
It is estimated that 64 hours per year per pattern author will be required, originating a new pattern.  

It is estimated that 8 hours per year per pattern reviewer will be required, maintaining a pattern. 

These investments have already been made for the first two patterns.  

It is estimated that four patterns per year will be authored and reviewed.  

This project is not requesting INCOSE distribution, but allows for it if that is leadership’s wish.  

15 COMMUNICATION OF PROJECT STATUS AND RISKS 
This project team already meets twice monthly, and has been doing so for well over a year. We also 
have been holding full day face to face meetings at least twice annually.  

The Patterns Working Group as a whole meets at least twice annually, and can report on the project 
at both the IW and IS meetings where we are already regular participants in the MBSE Workshops 
there.  

The main risks of this project are believed to be lack of INCOSE experience with open source methods, 
which are conducted more “bottom up” than “top down”.  The primary goal for the first period is for 
all parties to learn by experience whether this is a “fit”, and to be forthright with each other in that 
assessment.   
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EXHIBIT 1:  INCOSE MBSE Patterns Working Group 

                                   Project Charter    April, 2019 

1 PROJECT NAME: 

The name of the project is the Semantic Technologies for Systems Engineering (ST4SE) Project.  

2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND INTENDED OUTCOMES SUMMARY: 

The objectives and intended outcomes of this project are to: 

1) Improve shared systems engineering community-wide knowledge for more effective life cycle 

engineering of systems, through the identification, availability and distribution, and use of model-based 

ontological patterns and related semantic web technologies. 

2) Optimize the compatibility and leverage enjoyed through the integrated use of existing, emerging, or 

evolving systems modeling languages and modeling tools, model-based ontological patterns, semantic 

technologies, and related standards.  

3) Modularize the availability and use of the above components across different domains, levels of 

abstraction, life cycle stages, and business situations.  

4) Lower barriers to understanding and effective use of the above, by providing educational opportunities 

and examples along with feedback to related suppliers, and by minimizing complexity and cognitive or 

other barriers to use by a larger community.  

5) Develop effective means of collaboration across the participating organizations, meeting their 

expectations and needs as well as those of the systems community served. 

6) Maintain and evolve the related community resources for continued effective use.  

7) Improve leverage of existing technical resources—theory and practice as well as technologies for 

representing and using collaborative knowledge in various domains. 

Note the above objectives are not dominated by ontologies themselves (content), but instead by the methods, 

tooling, and capabilities to create and use them. 

3 PROJECT STAKEHOLDERS AND RELATED PARTIES 

Refer to Figure 1 below.  The backgrounds, needs, and expectations of the team’s three directly collaborating 

organizations (discussed in Table 1 below) must be met to have a productive collaboration. The needs and 

expectations of the other stakeholders in Figure 1 must be met to succeed in having the impacts sought.  

4 PROJECT DELIVERABLES: 
1) Packaging Plan and User CONOPS: 

a. Ontologies modularization plan, identifying ontologies to be created or packaged, briefly summarizing 

their scope(s), along with known content sources to be considered for inclusion. 
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b. SysML v2 ontologies CONOPS, summarizing the high-level plan for users’ integrated use of the 

emerging v2 toolset, its internal metamodel, OWL DL bidirectional transformer, specialized ontologies 

add-on capability, and semantic tools, across the life cycle of models. (Refer to Figure 1 below.) 

c. Documentation, education, and examples plan listing items to support the above CONOPS. 

d. Simple demonstration and test plan appropriate to the project objectives and the information and tooling 

involved. 

2) Approximate schedule and efforts projected to accomplish the above (insert in Section 8 below). 

3) Packaged ontologies, with supporting documentation and initial test results.  

4) Library organization of these patterns, and means of access to the Deliverables. 

5 PROJECT OPPORTUNITIES AND RISKS 

This project is defined with expectation of accelerating rate of progress of ST4SE work of the last year. It is 

important to understand why the project team believes the approach described here provides that acceleration.  

There is opportunity in the availability of existing resources in the three collaborating organizations, per Figure 

1. However, there are also background differences between the three organizations that must be adequately 

understand and addressed. It is not believed that these differences are direct conflicts or incompatibilities, but it 

is important to understand and accommodate them. Refer to the background comparisons of Table 1 below and 

the resources of Table 1 and Figure 2 below.  Figure 2 lists additional resource opportunities and history.  

6 POTENTIAL FOR INCOSE TECH OPS PRODUCTS 

The Deliverables are not expected to be exclusive to INCOSE. There are multiple opportunities for INCOSE 

education or other member benefits from this project. If and as identified, these can be described in a related 

INCOSE Technical Product Plan.  

Consistent with the preliminary work already performed by representatives of the collaborators, there is an 

expectation that targeted deliverables of this work will be made available on a basis similar to open source 

software: 

1. A non-commercial common copyright owner will utilize one of the widely used “commons” licensing 

packages to make the assets legally available for use by others.   

2. A public access repository (e.g., github) will be used to publish and make available the assets; a similar 

repository and development protocol will be used to manage the assets over their earlier and subsequent 

life cycle stages.  

The copyright owner of (1) need not be the distribution entity or one of the collaborating entities listed, but 

INCOSE is the initially intended candidate to serve as the copyright owner, since it seeks to offer such other 

systems engineering assets already. In the event INCOSE ownership of the copyright is not feasible, other non-

commercial entities that could serve as the copyright owner have already been identified.   

7 PROJECT COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS AND REPRESENTATIVES 

The following parties represent the three collaborating organizations listed in Figure 1 and Table 1 below: 

1. Steve Jenkins, NASA JPL, leader of JPL ontologies and semantic technologies effort as used in the JPL 

Open CAESAR Project. 
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2. Hans-Peter de Koning, European Space Agency (ESA), member of the OMG SysML v2 Submission 

Team  

3. Bill Schindel, ICTT System Sciences, Chair of INCOSE MBSE Patterns Working Group 

Other individuals may be added to this project.  

8 PREREQUISITE OR EARLY ACTIONS 

Certain preparatory, qualifying, or otherwise early actions would be important to conduct first in order to 

validate assumptions, test potential areas of risk, and support the details of plans for what would follow: 

1. S*Metamodel folks would need to practice use of OWL2 DL (plus use of OML to generate it) to 

represent S*Models and S*Patterns, to gain facility in these subjects and to determine suitability of the 

combination of ideas, technologies, and people. 

2. Represent the S*Metamodel in OWL2 DL (this activity could be the way to carry out (1) above also 

provides learning about S*MTM by others). 

3. Test ability to express Open CAESAR ontologies in terms of S*Metamodel constructs, see how much of 

this can be accomplished with what effort, and understand the origins and resolutions of any issues 

encountered in doing so. (This activity would provide learning opportunity for both groups.) 

4. Test ability (when available) of emerging SysML V2 inclusion of OWL 2 formalization of ontologies to 

express Open CAESAR ontologies.  

5. Describe and carry out a few CONOPS tests of downstream users of ontologies/patterns in their 

modeling or similar work. For example, the current Open CAESAR and Patterns WG work use 

somewhat different CONOPS in terms of when ontological/pattern constraints are expressed during use 

of actual modeling tooling (as a batch run against a completed model versus as a constraint, versus as a 

pattern configuration process leading to a configured pattern-valid model. (Use of checking reasoners 

after specific model construction, versus use of pattern configurators to build the specific model.) Each 

may have a good place, but they represent a modeler CONOPS difference between the two groups for 

now. 

6. Firm up the copyright owner plan discussed in Section 6. 

Although the team is relatively optimistic on the above steps, we recognize a few carry some risk and in the 

worst case might lead to either stepping back or re-planning. Addressing them as pre-requisite first actions 

would therefore be prudent.  

9 PROJECT SCHEDULE: 

Schedule, including meetings, milestones, and overall is to be determined by the team. It is suggested that key 

milestones include INCOSE, OMG, and JPL public events, along with regular periodic meetings, work sessions, 

and deliverables.  

10 PROJECT REFERENCES:  
1. Elaasar, Maged, “JPL Open CAESAR Initiative”, NASA JPL MBSE 2019 Symposium, Pasadena, January 

2019. Retrieve from:  

https://www.slideshare.net/MagedElaasar/open-caesar-initiative?from_action=save  

https://www.slideshare.net/MagedElaasar/open-caesar-initiative?from_action=save
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2. Seidewitz, Ed, “SysML v2 and MBSE: The Next Ten Years”, Models 2018, Copenhagen, October 2018. 

Retrieve from:  

https://www.slideshare.net/seidewitz/sysml-v2-and-mbse-the-next-ten-years  

3. “MBSE Patterns Working Group”, INCOSE 2018 International Symposium, July, 2018.  Retrieve from: 

https://www.omgwiki.org/MBSE/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=mbse:patterns:mbse_patterns_wg_mtg_slid

es_is2018_july_2018_v1.2.2.pdf  
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Figure 1: Interaction of three organizations in the planned collaboration project 
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Table 1: Current Situation--Different Historical Backgrounds and Emphases, Going Into Proposed 

Project 

(Not incompatible, but with different emphases)  

Ontological Patterns 

Source→ 
OMG  

SysML v2 Submission Team 

NASA JPL  

Open CAESAR Team 

INCOSE  

MBSE Patterns WG 

     

Historical & 

Organizational 

Origin→ 

 

SysML originated from SysML Partners group, 

including INCOSE, OMG, tool vendors, OEM 

users. SysML v1 was first released in 2006 and 

has seen a number of incremental updates to 

current SysML v1.6 per March 2019. SysML v2 is 

a major update to SysML v1.x, including 

replacement of the previous UML-based 

Metamodel with a new minimalist SE-oriented 

Metamodel as well as a number of normative, 

extensible model libraries 

Development and use of multiple JPL 

systems ontologies (base, mission, and other 

ontologies) in support of different JPL-

engineered space missions over years of 

experience. Initial emphasis was internal to 

NASA, adding later public sharing projects 

and open collaborations in more recent 

years. 

Formed as INCOSE WG, part of INCOSE-OMG 

MBSE Initiative, over six year period, with focus on 

S*Models and S*Patterns, based on 15 years’ ICTT 

experience with S*Metamodel, to strengthen system 

modeling while reducing related effort. Most projects 

in partnership with other INCOSE WGs or partners 

outside of INCOSE.   

Relevant 

Aspects 

Emphasized→ 

 

Align SysML Metamodel closer to SE needs vs. 

past software engineering emphasis of UML 

derived metamodel. Add bi-directional 

transformation capability between SysML v2 

models and equivalent OWL DL ontologies, 

possibly supplemented with SWRL rules. This 

enables use of existing OWL DL automated 

reasoners to formally check standard and user-

defined rules concerning consistency, 

completeness and model quality . 

Special emphasis on ontological rigor and 

automated ability to inspect application 

models against ontologies, using post model 

authoring automated reasoners that are 

already available from third parties and 

heavily verified through other WWW 

applications. Ability to extend to other types 

of model checking (e.g., numeric) in future.  

Special emphasis on physical science and semantics 

subset rigor to bring systems modeling closer to the 

history, tools, and methods of physical sciences, 

compared IT history of business process automation 

and databases. S*Metamodel emphasis on smallest 

model sufficient for life cycle purposes of engineering 

and science. Special emphasis on doing less model 

creation through use of trusted S*Patterns, invoked 

simultaneously with model authoring through use of 

S*Pattern Configuration process.   
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Table 1: Current Situation--Different Historical Backgrounds and Emphases, Going Into Proposed 

Project 

(Not incompatible, but with different emphases)  

Ontological Patterns 

Source→ 
OMG  

SysML v2 Submission Team 

NASA JPL  

Open CAESAR Team 

INCOSE  

MBSE Patterns WG 

Scope of 

Information 

 

SysML v2 goals include diverse improvements 

based on 1.x experiences. Given the stated SysML 

v2 interest in improving the environment for 

engineering, it is assumed that metamodel 

interests may go beyond designed system, but 

could also be addressed by partitioned ontologies 

(target engineered system, planning, engineering, 

etc.), using the planned specialized ontologies 

addition capability. It is not known to writer if that 

is current plan.   

 

Provide multiple separate but related JPL 

systems ontologies (base, mission, 

engineering, and other ontologies) intended 

as specialized add-ons when needed.  

 

Term “pattern” has been used for 

meaningful fragments of a whole 

ontology—slightly different use of the term 

“pattern”  than in INCOSE Patterns WG.  

“S*Pattern” term refers to scope of whole 

S*Metamodel or less, not just model fragments. 

S*Patterns at whole system level, as well as pieces; 

not distinguished from Ontology.  Emphasis has been 

on making S*Patterns friendly, intuitive, easy to 

configure, Feature-based, with formal checking rules 

in real time and more limited than OWL DL (of 

interest to enhance in this project). Separation (but 

connection) of ontologies for basic SE foundation 

(S*MTM), domain systems of interest, manufacturing 

systems, operations systems, etc. 

Historical 

Patterns, 

Ontologies, 

Metamodels, 

Domains, Past 

Uses, Maturity→ 

 

SysML v1.x used metamodels derived from UML. 

Approximately 12 years of experience in the 

SysML v1.x series, domains including mil/aero, 

automotive, other, on COTS and open source tools 

from multiple tool suppliers. 

Use on NASA JPL science missions over 

multiple years, missions. Recently expanded 

to include collaboration with other 

enterprises in different domains. 

Wide variety of S*Patterns created across diverse 

domains listed in Figure 2 below, over last 15+ years. 

Includes experience with S*Metamodel mapping to 

other languages and toolsets over same period. 
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Table 1: Current Situation--Different Historical Backgrounds and Emphases, Going Into Proposed 

Project 

(Not incompatible, but with different emphases)  

Ontological Patterns 

Source→ 
OMG  

SysML v2 Submission Team 

NASA JPL  

Open CAESAR Team 

INCOSE  

MBSE Patterns WG 

Modeling 

Languages: 

 

SysML, with v2 in progress.  Models in SysML, mapped to OWL DL for 

reasoning, other queries. 

S*Metamodel mapped to multiple third party or 

standards-based languages and tool schema, including 

but not limited to SysML.  S*Metamodel is tool and 

language neutral, through formal mappings to each. 

 

Technologies, 

Toolsets: 

 

SysML tools developed by third party COTS and 

open source suppliers, to comply with SysML 

specification. Related OMG standards-based 

technologies (e.g., MOF, etc.) 

 

Third party COTS SysML Modeling Tools; 

JPL CAESAR integration technology; 

ontology authoring tools; reasoning & query 

tools 

Multiple third-party COTS modeling tools, 

engineering and requirements toolsets, simulators, 

PLM platforms, other tool chain components. (e.g., 

Magic Draw/CSM, Enterprise Architect, IBM 

Rhapsody, Siemens TeamCenter PLM, IBM DOORS, 

others) 

 Downstream 

Modeling User 

CONOPS 

  Some form of utilization of OWL DL capability 

is being included in SysML v2 

 

Following specific model construction, 

modeler runs reasoners on model to 

determine any exceptions to ontologies 

invoked. 

During specific model construction, applicable pattern 

(ontology) is applied by the Pattern Configuration 

Process, to construct a conforming model.   
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Figure 2: Sampling of S*Patterns Created in Past Work by INCOSE Patterns WG and ICTT System Sciences 
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INCOSE ST4SE Project Author Intellectual Property Release 

Exhibit 3 

Instructions: Each ST4SE Project Asset author must sign this Author Intellectual Property Release 
form; in the case of material with multiple authors, each author must complete a separate form. 

Background 
For the purpose of this release, INCOSE defines intellectual property (IP) rights as relating to: model-
based patterns; manuscripts; presentations; work products; conference: plenary, paper or panel 
session recordings; and other formally provided author works, all hereafter referred to as “materials”. 
Generally, under copyright law an author’s written work is owned by and copyrighted to the author 
unless specific releases are obtained. Authors usually desire that their works be afforded the maximum 
exposure possible among peers and associates. INCOSE enables the creation, advancement, and 
dissemination of materials. INCOSE and affiliated societies give credit to authors when their works are 
reused. 
INCOSE requires authors to obtain any needed approvals from employers, customers, and/or 
assignees to meet legal obligations for publication by INCOSE and affiliated societies. INCOSE will not 
confer with or request approvals from anyone other than the author for publication rights. 

Author IP Release 
The author certifies that all required approvals have been secured and any export and/or other 
applicable release requirements to publish have been met. If applicable, the author further certifies 
that the author’s employer and/or assignee have approved release of the identified material. 

The author hereby licenses INCOSE to publish the material and to use it for any current and future 
purposes at the sole discretion of INCOSE with no remuneration to the author or assignee or INCOSE. 
The author and/or assignee retains the original copyright to the material, and through a Creative 
Commons CC SA BY or equivalent license provides for INCOSE to create and copyright a derived work 
that is INCOSE- branded and INCOSE copyrighted, with no renumeration to the author or assignee or 
INCOSE . The first page of any materials submitted to INCOSE must contain a copyright notice as 
follows: “Copyright © (insert year) by (insert author name or assignee)” along with the Creative 
Commons CC BY SA mark.  Derived products distributed by INCOSE must carry an attribution to the 
original authors, an INCOSE copyright assertion, and the Creative Commons CC BY SA mark. 

 

 
Title and Number of Material 

 
 

Author’s Name (Print) 
 
 

Phone Number E-mail Address 
 
 

Name of Company/Employer/Agency/Assignee 
 
 

Mailing Address 
 
 

Signature Date 
 

INCOSE Author Intellectual Property Release

https://www.incose.org/symp2019/contact/downloads
mailto:permissions@incose.org
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Creative Commons Legal Code 

Attribution-ShareAlike  4.0 International 
 

 
 
 

Official translations of this license are available in other languages. 

Creative Commons Corporation (“Creative Commons”) is not a law firm and does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of 

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related 

information available on an “as-is” basis. Creative Commons gives no warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their terms 

and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the fullest extent 

possible. 

 
1 USING CREATIVE COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSES 
 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share 

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The following 

considerations are for informational purposes only, are not exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses. 

 
Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are intended for use by those authorized to give the public permission to use material in 

ways otherwise restricted by copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms 

and conditions of the license they choose before applying it. Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before applying our licenses so 

that the public can reuse the material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any material not subject to the license. This includes other CC- 

licensed material, or material used under an exception or limitation to copyright. 

 
Considerations for the public: By using one of our public licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the licensed material under 

specified terms and conditions. If the licensor’s permission is not necessary for any reason–for example, because of any applicable exception or 
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limitation to copyright–then that use is not regulated by the license. Our licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain other rights 

that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of the licensed material may still be restricted for other reasons, including because others have 

copyright or other rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests, such as asking that all changes be marked or described. 

Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to respect those requests where reasonable. 

 
 

2 Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public   License 

 
By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons 

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a contract, You 

are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You such rights in 

consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from making the Licensed Material available under these terms and conditions. 

 
3 Section 1 – Definitions. 

a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material and in 

which the Licensed Material is translated, altered, arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring permission under the 

Copyright and Similar Rights held by the Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed Material is a musical work, 

performance, or sound recording, Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is synched in timed relation with a 

moving image. 

b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in 

accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License. 

c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative Commons as 

essentially the equivalent of this Public License. 

d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights closely related to copyright including, without limitation, performance, 

broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or categorized. For purposes of 

this Public License, the rights specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar Rights. 

e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws 

fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international agreements. 

f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights that applies 

to Your use of the Licensed Material. 

https://creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses
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g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this 

Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike. 

h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database, or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public License. 

i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to all Copyright 

and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license. 

j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights under this Public License. 

k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such as 

reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution, dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material available to 

the public including in ways that members of the public may access the material from a place and at a time individually chosen by them. 

l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially equivalent rights 

anywhere in the world. 

m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning. 
 

4 Section 2 – Scope. 

a. License grant. 

1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License, the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, non-sublicensable, 

non-exclusive, irrevocable license to exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to: 

A. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or in part; and 

B. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material. 

2.  Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public License does not 

apply, and You do not need to comply with its terms and conditions. 

3.  Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section 6(a). 

4.  Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in all media and formats 

whether now known or hereafter created, and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The Licensor waives and/or agrees not 

to assert any right or authority to forbid You from making technical modifications necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including 

technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License, simply making 

modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)(4) never produces Adapted Material. 

5.  Downstream recipients. 
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A.  Offer from the Licensor – Licensed Material. Every recipient of the Licensed Material automatically receives an offer from the Licensor 

to exercise the Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this Public License. 

B.  Additional offer from the Licensor – Adapted Material. Every recipient of Adapted Material from You automatically receives an offer 

from the Licensor to exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material under the conditions of the Adapter’s License You apply. 

C.  No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms or conditions on, or apply any Effective 

Technological Measures to, the Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed 

Material. 

6.  No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You are, or that 

Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by, the Licensor or others 

designated to receive attribution as provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i). 

b. Other rights. 

1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity, privacy, and/or other similar 

personality rights; however, to the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any such rights held by the Licensor to 

the limited extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed Rights, but not otherwise. 

2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this Public License. 

3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed Rights, whether directly 

or through a collecting society under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor 

expressly reserves any right to collect such royalties. 

5 Section 3 – License Conditions. 
 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the following conditions. 

a. Attribution. 
 

1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified form), You must: 
 

A. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor with the Licensed Material: 
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i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed Material and any others designated to receive attribution, in any reasonable manner 

requested by the Licensor (including by pseudonym if designated); 

ii. a copyright notice; 

iii. a notice that refers to this Public License; 

iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of warranties; 

v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the extent reasonably practicable; 

B. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and retain an indication of any previous modifications; and 

C. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, this Public 

License. 

2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in which You 

Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or hyperlink to a resource that 

includes the required information. 

3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent reasonably practicable. 

b. ShareAlike. 

In addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply. 
 

1. The Adapter’s License You apply must be a Creative Commons license with the same License Elements, this version or later, or a BY-SA 

Compatible License. 

2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition in any reasonable 

manner based on the medium, means, and context in which You Share Adapted Material. 

3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological Measures to, Adapted 

Material that restrict exercise of the rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply. 

6 Section 4 – Sui Generis Database Rights. 
Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that apply to Your use of the Licensed Material: 

 

a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial portion of the 

contents of the database; 
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b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights, then the 

database in which You have Sui Generis Database Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material, including for purposes of 

Section 3(b); and 

c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database. 

 
For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed 

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights. 

7 Section 5 – Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability. 

a. Unless otherwise separately undertaken by the Licensor, to the extent possible, the Licensor offers the Licensed Material as-is and 

as-available, and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Licensed Material, whether express, implied, 

statutory, or other. This includes, without limitation, warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non- 

infringement, absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the presence or absence of errors, whether or not known or 

discoverable. Where disclaimers of warranties are not allowed in full or in part, this disclaimer may not apply to You. 

b. To the extent possible, in no event will the Licensor be liable to You on any legal theory (including, without limitation, negligence) 

or otherwise for any direct, special, indirect, incidental, consequential, punitive, exemplary, or other losses, costs, expenses, or 

damages arising out of this Public License or use of the Licensed Material, even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility 

of such losses, costs, expenses, or damages. Where a limitation of liability is not allowed in full or in part, this limitation may not 

apply to You. 

c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent possible, most closely 

approximates an absolute disclaimer and waiver of all liability. 

8 Section 6 – Term and Termination. 

a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with this Public 

License, then Your rights under this Public License terminate automatically. 

b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under Section 6(a), it reinstates: 

 
1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the violation; or 
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2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor. 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations of this 

Public License. 

c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop distributing the 

Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so will not terminate this Public License. 

d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public License. 

 

9 Section 7 – Other Terms and Conditions. 

a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed. 

b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and independent of 

the terms and conditions of this Public License. 

10 Section 8 – Interpretation. 
 

a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose conditions on any 

use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully be made without permission under this Public License. 

b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the minimum 

extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License without affecting the 

enforceability of the remaining terms and conditions. 

c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the Licensor. 

d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities that apply to 

the Licensor or You, including from the legal processes of any jurisdiction or authority. 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses. Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public licenses to 

material it publishes and in those instances will be considered the “Licensor.” The text of the Creative Commons public licenses is dedicated to 

the public domain under the CC0 Public Domain Dedication. Except for the limited purpose of indicating that material is shared under a Creative 

Commons public license or as otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at creativecommons.org/policies, Creative 

Commons does not authorize the use of the trademark “Creative Commons” or any other trademark or logo of Creative Commons without its 

prior written consent including, without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications to any of its public licenses or any other 

https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/legalcode
https://creativecommons.org/policies
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arrangements, understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form 

part of the public licenses. 

 
Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org. 

 

Additional languages available: Bahasa Indonesia, Español, euskara, Deutsch, Español, français, hrvatski, italiano, latviski, Lietuvių, Nederlands, 

norsk, polski, português, suomeksi, svenska, te reo Māori, Türkçe, čeština, Ελληνικά, русский, українська,  العربیة, 日本語, 한국어. Please read 

the FAQ for more information about official translations. 
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